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INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATIONAl BACKGROUND
The University of Wollongong (UOW) is a public university located in the coastal city of Wol-
longong, 80 km south of Sydney, Australia. A recent report from the university states a 2009 
enrolment of 26624 students and 2127 full-time staff. The University of Wollongong (UOW) is 
also a significant driver of the local economy providing a direct benefit in excess $500 million 
in 2009 and export earnings of over $90 million (University of Wollongong, 2011).
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EXECUTIvE SUmmARY
This case discusses the architecture and application of privacy and trust issues in the Connected Mobility 
Digital Ecosystem (CMDE) for the University of Wollongong’s main campus community. The authors describe 
four mobile location-sensitive, context-aware applications (app(s)) that are designed for iPhones: a public 
transport passenger information app; a route-based private vehicle car-pooling app; an on-campus location-
based social networking app; and a virtual art-gallery tour guide app. These apps are location-based and 
designed to augment user interactions within their physical environments. In addition, location data provided 
by the apps can be used to create value-added services and optimize overall system performance. The au-
thors characterize this socio-technical system as a digital ecosystem and explain its salient features. Using 
the University of Wollongong’s campus and surrounds as the ecosystem’s community for the case studies, the 
authors present the architectures of these four applications (apps) and address issues concerning privacy, 
location-identity and uniform standards developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
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The Connected Mobility Digital Ecosystem operates on UOW’s main 82-hectare campus, 
which offers a mix of bushland setting and more than 50 buildings that house modern educational 
and research facilities. These characteristics describe a unique and vibrant mid-sized Australian 
regional university that has become central to the identity and planning of the city.
Until recently the city’s economy was driven by the manufacturing and mining with infra-
structure planning and provision based around their needs. During the past two decades UOW’s 
growth has mirrored the regions economic diversification into services including education, 
health and financial services. This shift has created a new challenge to the region as infrastructure 
requirements have changed to cater to the new diversified economic bases (Regional Develop-
ment Illawarra, 2009).
As the UOW community’s population has grown, accessing the physical campus has become 
more difficult with car parking now a critical issue. To alleviate this, the university has provided 
free shuttle bus service (UniShuttle) connecting the campus and the local railway station. There 
is also a free CityShuttle bus service, provided by the State Government of New South Wales, 
which connects the UOW’s main campus, the UOW’s Innovation Campus, Wollongong’s CBD, 
hospital precinct and surrounding suburbs. These bus services are well patronised by both the 
university and general community. Increased utilization of these services are beginning to over-
saturate peak capacity which is occurring at certain times of the day, and certain times of the 
year, in direct correspondence with the university’s academic calendar. The free services run at 
either fixed schedules (UniShuttle) or at ad-hoc 10-minute intervals (CityShuttle). However, the 
in-session and out-of-session variability as well as daily in-session variability of UOW’s com-
muter community has significant impact on the operation and quality of the service.
The UOWShuttle app case study and its use alleviate the problem of seasonal demand within 
the bus network. At first it is provided as a location-based convenience app installed on a user’s 
iPhone that links to static timetables. The second iteration will link to dynamic timetables that 
are based on the actual locations of the buses and their estimated arrival times. Over time, pas-
senger and location data are collected and aggregated so that bus schedules and services can be 
dynamically planned based on actual usage. The UOWShuttle app is described in more detail 
within this case.
Despite the sizable patronage of the free bus services, a large number of students do not live 
close to these routes. Many members of the campus community have no other alternative but to 
drive in private vehicles. The university provides free parking to those that car-pool to campus, 
and outsources a car-pooling service to Carpoolworld.com (http://www.carpoolworld.com). Car-
pooling to the university provides an attractive value proposition: particularly for economic and 
environmental reasons. However, staggered class times across courses, rigid work hours, and a 
population being drawn from a wide geographic area effectively limits car-pooling opportunities. A 
more ad-hoc and route-based means of car-pooling, with consideration towards trust and location 
privacy, is presented in the UOWRideShare app described within this case.
The infrastructure used to transmit and receive location data for the UOWShuttle and UOW-
RideShare systems uses hybrid wireless networks when the mobile device is on campus (WiFi and 
3G), and 3G networks when the mobile device is off campus. The same infrastructure can also be 
used to provide useful services to students and staff members at the university. Based on student 
feedback, it is common for first year students to feel lost within the large campus grounds and 
many also worry about making new friends at university—particularly for those adjusting from a 
high school environment. The UOWCampusGuide app is a location-aware application that uses a 
student’s timetable to direct them to classes and to track the locations of their nominated ‘friends’ 
(other app users such as classmates) as they move about the campus. Like the UOWRideShare 
app, UOWCampusGuide presents a less formalised, more spontaneous means of user interaction 
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within a large environment. With respect to social and privacy implications, users of the app can 
specify the level of granularity of their location privacy.
We can extend the utility of the location services architecture to more generalised applications. 
One of the advantages that our architecture offers is the granularity and accuracy of positioning 
data when the user is indoors compared to conventional systems such as GPS. Context-aware 
tour guides and their usefulness have been reported in academic literature (Kaasinen, 2003) 
where a typical usage scenario would be to provide tour guides for key attractions within large 
physical environments like shopping malls. UOW has a large collection of artworks distributed 
across campus - this provides ample opportunity to provide an art collection tour guide applica-
tion (UOWArtTour) that can take advantage of the fine-grained accuracy of a device’s position. 
We describe both the UOWCampusGuide app and the UOWTourGuide app within this case.
SETTING ThE STAGE
The group of four applications and their shared infrastructure is called the Connected Mobility 
Digital Ecosystem (CMDE). The concept of a digital ecosystem resonates throughout the theme 
of this case and the term is used to describe the complex socio-technical systems that result from 
multiple, spontaneous interactions within a particular ICT-enabled environment. While formal 
definitions of a digital ecosystem exist (Boley & Chang, 2007): one can best describe the concept 
as the application of biological metaphors to collective interactions enabled by ICT. To further 
explain, one can imagine a real ecosystem as a series of interactions that are self-motivated by the 
individuals’ willingness to survive. These interactions are simple and spontaneous, but over time, 
an external observer (a biologist for instance) can observe patterns that describe the behaviours 
in that particular ecosystem. The interactions and their environments are sustainable, yet the 
environments themselves are capable of evolving. In our case studies, the university (or UOW 
Community) represents the environment in which the interactions take place. The interactions 
are self-governing and self-directed and are often for the users’ own benefit (as in the case of the 
UOWRideShare app) and yet these interactions contribute to a sustainable whole that is capable 
of self-evolving (such as with dynamic bus schedules, generated from the data of passenger trips 
over a period of time using the UOWShuttle app). Knowing the when and where of users over 
an extended period of time is crucial to enabling the capability of spontaneous interaction and 
self-organisation. Therefore, the underlying success factor of the CMDE relies on its adoption 
by users, which ultimately is determined by their perceived trust, which in turn influences their 
intention to use. Therefore a robust architecture for location determination and location privacy 
is considered to be one of the key tenets of the Connected Mobility Digital Ecosystem.
Compared to self-reporting measures, logging user location via GPS and other wireless 
technologies is a reliable and useful as a means of gathering data in market research (Shugan, 
2004). Therefore, a key motivation in the CMDE project is that patterns of human behaviour 
can be held and used as a population model for more realistic simulation and modelling. The 
intention of the CMDE project we describe in this case is not to track or monitor individuals 
per se but to determine aggregate user or community behaviour. This is in order to build more 
accurate simulation inputs so that resources and planning within transport, retail and health 
services can be optimised.
As mentioned, there are four apps within the CMDE. The UOWShuttle tracks buses within 
a ticketless public transportation network so that scheduling and trip data can be viewed and 
analysed in real-time. The UOWRideShare app delivers a service that provides a demand driven 
marketplace for car-pooling and ride-sharing. The UOWCampusGuide is a virtual assistant and 
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friend-finder for first year university students. The UOWArtTour app that enables custom tours 
of the University of Wollongong’s art collection based on a user’s current location.
These apps use a range of wireless networks to determine location and provide services. 
When users are within the on-campus network, precise location measurements can be determined 
through the computation and analysis of the Wi-Fi signal strength of their mobile devices. The 
determination and distribution of location is done using a Location Information Server (LIS) 
and conforms to the GEOPRIV privacy architecture described within this case.
The four apps described are context-aware—they use context to provide relevant informa-
tion and services to users: relevancy depends on the user’s task. Context, by definition, is any 
information used to characterise the situation of an entity; where that entity might be a person, 
place or situation that is considered to be relevant to the interaction between a user and an ap-
plication (Dey, 2001) Context-aware services are widespread and numerous, they have been 
researched in various application areas such as tourism, exhibition guidance, e-mail, shopping, 
mobile network administration and medical services. They are often useful in environments that 
are unfamiliar to the end user (Kaasinen, 2003). In the apps we describe, context consists of an 
individual’s location; although other entities, such as a student’s course timetable, or the network 
that the interaction takes place in, also constitute context. Both application context (Barkhuus & 
Dey, 2003) and the design of a context-aware service (Barkhuus & Dey, 2003; Cheverst, Mitchell, 
& Davies, 2001) can be influential in determining an individual’s willingness to disclose their 
location. Although there may be concern about user location privacy within these services, past 
research has also indicated that if an application is useful enough to a user then some degree 
of privacy loss is acceptable (Ackerman, Darrel, & Weitzner, 2001; Barkhuus & Dey, 2003).
When users choose to disclose their location, we must maintain privacy by providing an 
architecture that gives privacy protection at the message level. The GEOPRIV model for location 
privacy was developed with this view in mind (Barnes et al., 2010). We describe the implementa-
tion of this model within our applications. Within these applications, the LIS performs a pivotal 
role of provisioning user location privacy by ensuring that the user’s location privacy preferences 
are maintained when location data is distributed. The CMDE presents a way of determining and 
distributing user location based on current and draft IETF standards (Day, Rosenburg, & Sugano, 
2000; Barnes et al., 2010; Peterson, 2005). In doing so, we give an applied example of a prin-
cipled framework for privacy using a range of technologies that allow location-determination 
within IP networks. Adhering to a uniform standard of privacy protection promotes extensibility 
for future applications, devices and agents within the CMDE.
RElATED WORK
Significant attention has been given to past research on using user-context and location in pro-
viding useful services to users. Some related work also discusses certain means of determining 
user requirements for context-aware applications (Kaasinen, 2003) along with using a range of 
wireless technologies to provide location information for applications in instances where GPS 
is unavailable.
One such application, called the GUIDE project, is described in early work by Cheverst 
et al. (2000). These authors present a context-aware tourist guide that uses mobile networks to 
provide positioning information, relevant information and services to users of a tablet device, and 
it explores with the idea of providing contextual information to tourists or visitors of a particular 
city or area. Field trials and expert walkthroughs of the system conclude that users generally 
responded positively to the GUIDE application as a tourist within an unknown environment. The 
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UOWCampusGuide and UOWArtTour apps intend to replicate the GUIDE on a more limited 
scale using the UOW’s Wi-Fi network for accurate and precise location positioning.
Applications that are useful for transportation contexts have also been widely developed. 
For instance, TramMate (Kjeldskov et al., 2003) is another early context-aware application that 
provides dynamic route planning based on a user’s calendar and location. TramMate notifies 
users when they are required to leave their location to take the nearest tram.
One of the objectives of the CMDE is to provide a platform for useful services within public 
transportation environments such as the one described. Similarly, the Ride-Now (Wash, 2005) 
project is a car-pooling application that allows users to car-pool in an ad-hoc manner. The au-
thors discuss some of the problems associated with shared and spontaneous car-pooling—these 
include the relative difficulty of coordinating schedules for individuals that require flexible 
schedules, the social discomfort associated with riding with strangers along with the perceived 
imbalance of cost versus benefit where drivers may not receive enough benefit, or passengers 
may ‘free-ride’ or receive too much benefit for their own personal and social costs. Within our 
UOWRideShare application, we present another alternate approach of managing the cost-benefit 
problem as described within the RideNow project where we discuss a unique model for manag-
ing micro-transactions and location sharing.
Context-aware applications for transportation networks have also taken a recent foothold within 
the commercial mobile application market. For instance, Metlink (http://www.metlinkmelbourne.
com.au/application/iphone/) and Res i STHLM (“Travel in Stockholm”, http://itunes.apple.com/
se/app/res-i-sthlmsl/id296171628?mt=8) are examples of transportation assistance applications 
that provide similar functionality to the TramMate application (Kjeldskov et al., 2003). More 
recently there has been a trend towards crowd-sourcing individual vehicles and activity within 
transportation environments—Waze crowd-sources actual traffic conditions from other Waze 
users to provide navigation assistance based on actual conditions (Waze Mobile, 2010). Trapster 
keeps a list of traffic enforcement camera and police ‘hotspots’—maintained by users for users, 
so that drivers are aware of their position (Reach Unlimited Corporation, 2010). The idea of 
aggregating individual inputs and actions to provide optimal services to end-users is one of the 
key design principles of the CMDE and its LIS-based architecture. Increasingly, there have also 
been features that permit the sharing of location data for safety reasons, such as the 13CABS 
Taxi-Tracker featured in its iPhone app (http://itunes.apple.com/app/13cabs/id358640110?mt=8 
and https://www.13cabs.com.au/?ca=website.iphone_app), or for leisure, such as Nike+ GPS 
(http://itunes.apple.com/se/app/nike-gps/id387771637?mt=8) and its ability to share jogging data 
from other users. Therefore, it is important to maintain a location architecture that enables users 
to willingly participate in such schemes while preserving their privacy preferences at the same 
time; this has formed the discussion of much academic research past and present.
Earlier work by Nord et al. (2002) describes the architecture for location-aware applications 
that combine GPS, WaveLan and Bluetooth to provide accurate positioning. The authors describe 
an XML-based Generic Positioning Protocol (GPP) for location exchange between devices and 
other services similar to our own work, and also present a simple model for location privacy 
by allowing users to control who has access to their location information. A similar project by 
Peddemors et al. (2003) used Bluetooth access points to provide location information to mobile 
devices within indoor environments—these access points were mapped to civic locations.
Our approach embeds privacy preferences and rules at the message level using GEOPRIV, 
and allows for indoor location determination using Wi-Fi access points that are already existing 
and ubiquitous throughout campus environments.
Recent works have also discussed techniques of protecting location privacy through ob-
fuscation techniques (Ardagna et al., 2007) and the use of alternate access control models to 
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better manage or improve how location data is distributed to third parties (Xu et al., 2009). Our 
contribution is in part based on an application of a common format for maintaining user location 
privacy preferences at the message level where Location Information Servers are employed to 
collect, distribute and manage location data from multiple wireless and wired sources. A tech-
nical report by Singh and Schulzrinne (2006) discusses measures to ensure security, integrity 
and confidentiality of GEOPRIV location data messages and therefore such issues will not be 
included for discussion within this case.
ThE GEOPRIv PRIvACY mODEl
Traditionally, data recipients and service providers have decided how they use your personal 
information or location data. While service providers provide privacy policies that outline what 
they do with your location, a typical user would normally be limited to a binary choice of simply 
using or denying a service: an ‘all or nothing’ approach. Increasingly, there has been a trend to 
allow more granular control towards how a user discloses their location (for instance, Google 
Latitude provides this functionality); however, such control is mediated by the service provider 
rather than the individual user.
The GEOPRIV privacy model allows users to specify their own privacy preferences. This 
recognises the fact—supported by past research (Lederer, Mankoff, & Dey, 2003) —that user’s 
privacy preferences for location information be uniquely sensitive depending on the recipients 
of the location information or the context of the interaction.
There are two fundamental features of the GEOPRIV privacy architecture. First, each piece 
of location data is bound to a set of privacy rules – these rules are either embedded within the 
location data packet or referenced via a URI. This enables applied privacy preferences at the 
message level. Within the CMDE, we use a format called PIDF-LO (Presence Information Data 
Format - Location Object) as means of expressing location and privacy information. The fol-





 <tuple id=”sg89ae”> 
  <status> 
   <gp:geopriv> 
    <gp:location-info> 
     <cl:civicAddress> 
      <cl:country>AU</cl:country> 
      <cl:A1>New South Wales</cl:A1> 
      <cl:A3>Wollongong</cl:A3> 
      <cl:A6>Northfields Ave</cl:A6> 
      <cl:LOC>25.G05</cl:LOC> 
      <cl:NAM>University of Wollongong</cl:NAM> 
     <cl:PC>2522</cl:PC> 
    </cl:civicAddress> 
   </gp:location-info> 
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    <gp:usage-rules> 
      <gp:retransmission-allowed>yes</gp:retransmission-allowed> 
      <gp:retention-expiry>2011-06-23T04:57:29Z</gp:retention-expiry> 
      <gp:ruleset-reference> 
      https://lis.uow.edu.au/cmde/usr/pedro/mypolicy.xml 
     </gp:ruleset-reference:erehwyreveelpoepbmubeesi>
    </gp:usage-rules> 
   </gp:geopriv> 
  </status> 
  <timestamp>2010-06-22T20:57:29Z</timestamp> 
 </tuple> 
</presence>
Within this PIDF-LO object, the gp:location-info element contains a location value, a civic 
address referring to room 25.G05 at the University of Wollongong. The entity attribute of the root 
element contains a URI that references whose location we are looking at, in this case, the loca-
tion refers to a subscriber called ‘Pedro’ within the CampusGuide service ‘pedro@campusguide.
cmde’ (this is known as the location target). The gp:ruleset-reference element indicates that the 
location of the target can be distributed to other entities to a white-list defined at ‘https://lis.uow.
edu.au/cmde/usr/pedro/mypolicy.xml’ (where other location privacy rules are stored) and that, 
according to the gp:retention-expiry element, the location can not be stored later than 23rd June 
2011. All applications within the CMDE use PIDF-LOs to transmit and store location values 
(or references to those values), and the terms ‘location values’, ‘location objects’ and PIDF-LO 
will be used interchangeably throughout this case.
The second fundamental feature of the GEOPRIV privacy architecture is the separation of 
roles within the process of location determination, distribution, use and protection. The roles 
are as follows:
• The target refers to individual or entity whose location is sought within the GEOPRIV 
architecture and whose privacy we want to protect. In most cases the target is the human 
user or a device, but it can also be an object such as a market stall. Within the CMDE, the 
target is the human user or individual participant.
• The device refers to the technical device whose location is tracked as a proxy for the loca-
tion of a target. In many cases, the target (be that a human user) would be holding a device 
(such as an iPhone or GPS device) through which location can be determined and tracked.
• The location generator is the device that determines the location and sends it to the loca-
tion servers. In many cases, the device and the location generator are the same object—the 
iPhone for instance, the device that we will be using to track individuals, contains an assisted 
GPS—the location generator.
• The rule maker performs the role of creating rules governing access to the location informa-
tion of a target. The rule maker is the person or entity that determines, or has the authority 
to determine, who has access to the location of the target and in what level of detail. Ideally, 
the role of the rule maker should be the target (as the individual who is being tracked should 
also have the ability to specify how much of their location data is shared) although in some 
applications, such as in an health care environment where a patient’s location is monitored, 
the rule maker may be the primary carer, rather than the patient. The rule holder is the entity 
that stores the rules governed by the rule maker(s).
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• The location server performs the role of receiving location information and rules, and then 
applying the rules to the location data to determine what other entities can access it. In our 
case study, the location server is also the rule holder—responsible for storing the location 
privacy rules of the users.
• The location recipient performs the role of receiving location information from a location 
server. This could be an application or another person who will then actually use the location 
to do something useful, or distribute the location data elsewhere (which in that case that 
entity is also a location server). In all CMDE apps, the Web Services that drive the context-
aware iPhone apps are location recipients, as they use location data to do something useful.
Within the CMDE, we use Location Information Servers (LIS) to collect, store and distrib-
ute location data. Communication with the LIS is done via the HELD (HTTP-Enabled Location 
Delivery) protocol. Applications or other entities can query the location of a particular target 
using a location Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The LIS performs the role of the GEOPRIV 
location server and ensures that location objects are only distributed to authorised recipients as 
dictated by the authorisation policies of the rule makers. Applying the GEOPRIV model for pri-
vacy protection ensures that the distribution and use of location data can be bound to individual 
preferences rather than monolithic privacy policies.
ThE CONNECTED mOBIlITY APPlICATIONS
1. The UOWShuttle Application
The UOWShuttle app tracks public transport vehicles in a ticketless and partially unscheduled 
bus network. By doing this, passengers are able to view bus schedules in real-time and aggregate 
usage statistics can be used to better manage the resourcing of the network to determine the 
traffic conditions within a real-world public transportation network.
The test-beds for this platform are the UOW’s UniShuttle bus loops that service University 
of Wollongong (UOW), the local railway station and surrounding suburbs. These services are 
highly patronised by the UOW Community. Although capturing passenger trips in public trans-
portation networks is an idea that is well diffused, the unique characteristics of the UniShuttle 
scenario is that the services are ticketless and that they utilise both the on-campus Wi-Fi network 
and off-campus 3G network for location data transmission. Furthermore we intend to aggregate 
and examine bus trip data to dynamically predict usage, plan resources and improve service 
delivery within the network.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the UOWShuttle system—the numbers on the diagram 
indicate how location information is determined, distributed and used. The location of the bus 
itself is determined in two ways: from a dedicated GPS on each bus (1), and from DSRC read-
ers available at some stops (2); these are used as a redundancy measure in the event of a GPS 
signal failure. To gather a meaningful representation of network usage, the system also needs 
to determine actual passenger head-counts. This is done using a number of means: through a 
touch-screen where users interact to specify a destination and by counting passengers on and off 
the bus. The number of switched on Wi-Fi devices is also counted to gain an approximation of 
the number of passengers (3) as a sample—only unique identifiers that correspond to the MAC 
addresses of the devices are sent to the on-board LIS (Location Information Server). In return, 
passengers are provided with free Wi-Fi access on the bus.
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The LIS ensures that the location-objects that correspond to bus movements are distributed 
only to authorised servers. As the system collects bus and passenger data, location data is up-
loaded to the bus presence server on campus; this is done via 3G mobile networks when the bus 
is off campus and through the 802.1X Wi-Fi network when the bus is on-campus (4). The bus 
presence server authorises the distribution of location-objects to the UOWShuttle Web Server, 
an SMS gateway and a database server. It also provides Location URIs for the Web Server and 
SMS gateway server so that these applications can request location updates (in the form of loca-
tion values and estimated time of arrivals) for buses within the network.
The database server (5) collects aggregated vehicle usage statistics, and these data can be 
mined in order to extract trends or identify peak usage locations and times within the network. 
Over time, dynamic scheduling of buses is planned to optimise throughput from repeatable pat-
terns of passenger use. This enables the loop based bus network to be self-organising.
The Web Server hosts the UOWShuttle app Web Services, where users can refer to dynamic 
schedules of buses over the Web or using the iPhone (6). These schedules are based on actual bus 
locations. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the UOWShuttle iPhone app, showing estimated arrival 
times of bus services across the North Wollongong and Gwynneville-Keiraville bus routes. An 
SMS service (7) also allows users without iPhones to SMS the stop ID and receive the time of 
Figure 1. Application architecture of the UOWShuttle app
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the next bus. Furthermore, public LCD displays and audio announcements tell passengers the 
estimated time of arrival of the next service.
The architecture allows for a typical presence service model described in (Day, Rosenburg, 
& Sugano, 2000). The presence service model consists of three roles: presentity, a presence 
service and a watcher. The presentity refers to the subject of the presence service – the object 
of interest to any potential watchers (who seek status or other information about the presentity). 
In this app, buses assume the role of the presentity and the watchers are individual passengers 
who seek to know when the buses will arrive. The presence server mediates the interaction 
between the presentities and the watchers and ensures that presence information only gets dis-
tributed to the appropriate recipients. In this case, the presence service is the UOWShuttle app.
In view of the GEOPRIV privacy architecture, the GPS and DSRC units serve as location 
generators, used to track the bus, which is the target. The UOWShuttle is the only application 
within the CMDE where the end user is not the rule maker. This is because we are tracking ve-
hicles, not individuals (although aggregated individual head-counts are obtained and estimated 
to a degree). In this case, the rule-maker is the service provider of the UOWShuttle, although 
our application of the GEOPRIV architecture ensures that the rules concerning location distribu-
tion are adhered to faithfully. The location recipients are the bus trip data mining tools and the 
Web-Based UOWShuttle application.
2. The UOWRideShare Application
Car-pooling has been used successfully to alleviate traffic and parking congestion on at the Uni-
versity of Wollongong’s main campus. UOW outsources this service to Carpoolworld.com where 
it has an authentication process ensuring that only staff and students can connect and share rides 
from identified and fixed locations. An iPhone application gives students access to this service 
while mobile. This enables route-based, rather than locality-based, car-pooling and ride sharing.
In the UOWRideShare app, passengers search and view a selection of trips that match 
their preferred source and destinations. For instance, a passenger travelling from the university 
campus to Sydney can view a selection of offers from drivers that are willing and available to 
Figure 2. Screenshot of iPhone client for the UOWShuttle, showing bus arrival times
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give them a ride; this is the functionality provided by the existing car-pooling application that 
the UOW outsources. However, the UOWRideShare app offers a demand driven marketplace 
where drivers can offer lifts from a starting point to a destination and set a fare (or price) for each 
ride. The car-pooling application also compares fares against the fare structure of existing public 
transportation options; this provides an incentive for drivers to price their fares competitively. 
In this way the car-pooling application functions as a conventional on-line marketplace where 
payment and micro-transactions occur—passengers can view the cheapest and most suitable 
driver on offer, and drivers are further encouraged to car-pool with others because the market-
place sets the fare. Within this context, the roles of passenger (the party who wishes to seek 
transport from one location to another) and the driver (the party who is willing to transport one 
or more passengers in exchange for a small fare) are equivalent to the buyer and seller within 
the traditional on-line marketplace. However, issues concerning trust (such as whether drivers 
and passengers maintain their end of the deal) and privacy (concerns about revealing personal 
information and location to strangers) must and should be addressed in a principled way. Our 
application architecture and use cases were designed with these issues in mind.
Figure 3. Architecture of the UOWRideShare application—passengers query the application for 
a list of available trips within their location
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A typical use case involves potential passengers searching for suitable trips that have been 
offered by drivers. Figure 3 shows this process as situated within the application architecture 
of the carpooling application. Using an iPhone with the UOWRideShare application installed, 
passengers would submit a query such as “Show me all trips that depart the University of Wol-
longong Campus at approximately 17:00 where Sydney is either the destination or within the 
route of the trip” (1). The query is intercepted by the Web Server and such a complex query 
requires a separate search server for processing (2), where suitable matches are found. Each trip 
match represents location URIs that describes the source and destinations, the approximate time 
of departure, and the cost for each trip (3). Each URI within each trip object binds to a location 
object stored within the LIS, and each location object can refer to a specific set of disclosure 
rules – set by the drivers who offer the trip – that describe the level of location detail that can be 
disclosed to potential passengers. For instance, one trip may indicate a coarse level of disclosure 
(e.g., “Depart Wollongong between 17:00 – 19:00; destination Sydney”) and another may indi-
cate a fine level of disclosure (e.g., “Depart 22 Kembla St, Wollongong at 17:30, destination 21 
King St., Newtown”). Civic location objects are provided by the LIS for each matching trip (4), 
Figure 4. Architecture of the UOWRideShare app, showing the exchange of passenger details 
and location
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where the search results are delivered to the Web Server (5) and then the response is delivered 
to the user’s device (6).
If a potential passenger chooses to select a particular trip offer, the process of accepting that 
offer and paying for the trip occurs. This process is outlined in Figure 4. For instance, a pas-
senger accepts a trip proposed by a driver—“Depart University of Wollongong at approxi-
mately 17:00, destination Sydney”. The passenger makes this request to the Web Server using 
the iPhone (1). However, in doing so, the passenger also needs to supply details of their current 
location provided by the iPhone’s GPS; this is provided to the Web Server as a PIDF-LO with 
its own set of privacy rules. The location of the potential passenger is disclosed so that the ap-
plication knows that the passenger is actually within the vicinity of the driver’s route – this is to 
prevent misuse of the service. Once the Web Server receives the trip request and the passenger’s 
location, it is then forwarded to the LIS (2), which then provides a location URI so that the 
potential driver can then query the passenger’s current location. The passenger request plus the 
location URI of the passenger is then sent as a push alert to the driver’s iPhone (3). At this point, 
only the location of the passenger - whose disclosure rules are bound to that location object - are 
provided to the driver. The driver can then choose to accept or reject the passenger’s offer (4). 
If the driver accepts the offer, then a payment is taken from the passenger’s PayPal™ account 
(5) and the contract between driver and passenger is then bound. When the passenger’s payment 
is successful, the Web Server request the driver’s and passenger’s current location from the LIS 
(2), (6), and both contact details and the current locations of the two parties are sent to both the 
driver and passenger. It is at this point that further negotiations about the arrangements of the 
trip can be made between the two parties. Unruly drivers who do not comply with paid passen-
ger requests are blacklisted from the service, and any paid passenger fares are refunded back to 
the passenger via Pay-Pal’s buyer protection mechanisms.
The use of the UOWRideShare service involves interaction between individuals who po-
tentially don’t know one another—users may not want to disclose their location to one another 
yet they to do so in order use the UOWRideShare service. Therefore, it is important to create an 
environment where interaction and engagement between self-interest individuals is encouraged 
for their own personal profit or gain—an attribute that is typical of a digital ecosystem (Boley 
& Chang, 2007). The application of the GEOPRIV architecture permits the trade-off between 
user privacy concerns and service delivery by allowing, and enforcing, individual privacy pref-
erences for location distribution and use. When applying this model, the targets refer to indi-
vidual drivers and passengers (the ‘buyers’ and ‘sellers’). The location generator is the driver 
(who enters trip details into the car-pooling system) their iPhone (that tracks them on their way) 
and the passenger’s iPhone (which provides location details to the driver), that also serve the 
roles of the tracking device. The rule makers are the drivers and passengers - they get to speci-
fy how much of their location they would like to reveal and to whom or what it is revealed to. 
Both the LIS and the Web Server assume the role of the location server, where location objects 
are distributed in accordance to the authorisation rules set by the rule makers.
3. The UOWCampusGuide Application
The UOWCampusGuide application in the CMDE project is a context-aware presence service 
that accesses the student’s timetable to provide services and social networking to participating 
UOW community members. Unlike the UOWShuttle and UOWRideShare apps, location posi-
tioning, distribution and use takes place entirely within the university’s on-campus network. The 
UOWCampusGuide app is accessed on the user’s iPhone or via an RSS reader on a conventional 
laptop. Push alerts are delivered to the iPhone when a student needs to get to class along with 
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directions on how to get there. Location determination is via Wi-Fi networks, so location ac-
curacy is very precise: capable of working indoors and underground (Dawson, Winterbottom, & 
Thomson, 2007). The UOWCampusGuide app also provides social networking capabilities so 
that users can meet up with one another. Users of the application, with their consent, can be made 
available on a friend list that is publicly available to other users of the UOWCampusTour app. The 
app can automatically suggest friends for the user who share similar classes and tutorials. When 
two users mutually agree to a friend request, they can automatically receive push notifications 
and updates on their phones if they are nearby on campus. This opt-in presence service makes 
it easy for new students of the UOW to make new friends and stay in touch.
Figure 5 shows the architecture of the UOWCampusTour application. Positioning of the 
user is primarily done through mapping the MAC address of the network’s Wi-Fi access points 
to civic addresses (3). The network is aware of the IP address of the user’s iPhone so its loca-
tion can be determined by detecting which wireless access point it is connected to. Furthermore, 
techniques such as signal strength detection and trilateration from the device and connecting 
wireless access point(s) can be used to provide an accurate means of ascertaining device location 
(1). These measurements are provided by the ALE (Access Location Entity) that sits on the edge 
of the network. The LIS interprets these measurements and derives the location of the user’s 
device. The iPhone running the UOWCampusGuide app receives a location URI from the LIS 
based on a set of location access rules defined by the user (2). Like the UOWRideShare app, 
users can specify their location granularity: a user may like to indicate what room number they 
are in on campus, or they could just simply indicate if they on or off-campus without specifying 
any further detail. Furthermore a user can also specify within these rules that they would like to 
reveal their location to base on a ‘buddy-list’ of other UOWCampusGuide users.
Like the UOWShuttle application, the UOWCampusGuide application follows the presence 
server model. It stores session and location information about each active user that is using the 
application. The presence server provides an intermediary for message distribution to and between 
the UOWCampusGuide application users, and accesses the student enrolment database so that 
information about class times and civic locations can be gained (5). It is capable of sending out 
any push alerts to current active subscribers regarding their university schedule (7). It also uses 
the location URI of each subscriber to continuously get the updated location of all subscribers 
from the LIS (6). Users can subscribe and receive updates from other users who mutually agree 
to be ‘friends’ as they enter or move about the university campus (8). This provides an environ-
ment that allows individuals who share similar subjects to openly interact and engage with one 
another, and to otherwise provide context-aware services based on their location and their per-
sonal timetable.
In terms of the GEOPRIV privacy architecture, students assume the role of the target in 
which their iPhone devices are logged. The location generator is the ALE that computes the 
Wi-Fi signal metrics within the network to determine the location of the devices. Users of the 
application—being rule makers—can express the level of location detail that they can reveal to 
one another. Both the LIS and the Presence Server assume the roles of the location server where 
location data is provided for the UOWCampusGuide app and its users—the location recipients.
4. The UOWArtTour Application
UOW’s Art Collection is currently being re-inventoried and artworks will include RFID, QR 
and barcodes as security and identity measures. As well, high-resolution photographs and civic 
IDs are also being recorded for the artworks.
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Students, staff and visitors to the campus are able to download the UOWArtTour app for 
their iPhone that takes them on a tour of the collection based on a set of personal preferences. 
Each individual artwork within the collection will have a set of keywords or ‘tags’ that describe 
its themes, materials, medium and provenance. Users can specify their own set of tags and a 
custom tour of the campus can be traced and designed based on their location and preferences. 
Furthermore, users can be standing at a particular location and view specific details about artworks 
nearby. Users can also add their own tags and voice reviews to the work as they visit the physical 
works on campus. The accurate ranges provided by the IP-based Wi-Fi LIS positioning allow 
precise location measurements that are capable of working indoors and across multiple floors.
Like the UOWCampusGuide app, location determination, positioning and use is done entirely 
within the closed campus network. However, the only entity that requires the location object is 
the actual iPhone or iPad itself, in essence, the only purpose of location determination is so that 
the device can know where it is, and hence provide the appropriate building and room number 
so that the UOWArtTour Web Service can provide the appropriate results.
Figure 5. Application architecture of the UOWCampusGuide app. The app is deployed as a 
subscription based presence service, where access to student location is provided by the Loca-
tion Information Server.
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Figure 6 shows the application architecture of the UOWArtTour. Location is determined by 
means of looking up which wireless access point is currently being used to access the iPhone 
or iPad, along with a host of other Wi-Fi metrics as described within the UOWCampusGuide 
(1). The LIS provides a location URI to the UOWArtTour application so that its location can be 
subsequently queried as the user moves about the campus (2) and allows the LIS to authorise 
disclosure of the device’s location to appropriate level of detail. This level of detail can either be 
broad (nearest building) or specific (nearest wall within current room). This URI is then bound 
as a parameter to the Web Service query on the UOWArtTour Web Server (3), where it is then 
de-referenced so that the user’s location is determined (4). The UOWArtTour Web Server then 
interacts with the existing Art Collection Database (5) to deliver the appropriate results based 
on this location data, which may be nearby artworks, suggestions or a complete (and customis-
able) tour of the campus.
In view of the GEOPRIV privacy architecture, the target (whose iPhone or iPad device is 
being logged) refers to the end user (who is also the rule maker) as they can specify the level of 
location detail they can disclose. Like the UOWCampusGuide, the location generator resides 
within the ALE that uses Wi-Fi metrics to determine positioning – this data is combined with 
Figure 6. Architecture of the UOWArtTour app
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user privacy preferences within the LIS (the location server) that is then distributed to the 
UOWArtTour Web Server (the location recipient). The UOWArtTour app is a context-aware 
service that is capable of evolving over time as its meta-data evolves with custom user tags and 
commentary about the artworks.
CURRENT ChAllENGES
One of the challenges is how to make the applications platform independent. There are many 
different types of smartphone in use today. The iPhone uses Objective-C, while Android-based 
phones uses Java for app development. To provide more functionality, the applications may need 
to run as Web-applications on OSX, Windows or Linux operating systems.
Another challenge is how to plan for the potential impact on the campus Wi-Fi system as 
more and more users started using these services, and the overall scalability of the LIS architec-
ture described within each of these applications.
fUTURE WORK
Future work will involve comparing and measuring the sensitivity of individuals to reveal their 
location identity in different context-aware situations: both before and after the introduction of 
location-based services. Specifically, we intend to measure the differences between user loca-
tion sensitivity between on-campus and off-campus networks. The first hypothesis tested is that 
there are differences between perceived attitudes to location-privacy in these two networks and 
that also the familiarity with the technology will in some sense overcome these location-privacy 
concerns after a period of user trial.
As well as the privacy issue we believe there are opportunities to engage other members of 
the University of Wollongong community in developing new and novel iPhone apps that will 
enable new and varied interactions between UOW Community members.
The CMDE platform also provides the opportunity to explore perceptions of usability and 
how technology diffuses.
As the digital ecosystem evolves and awareness grows we would hope a new and novel 
“killer app” may be developed from within the UOW Community to further demonstrate not 
only the potential of the technology but the innovative and entrepreneurial culture of the city 
and university
CONClUSION
In this case we have presented the design and architecture for our CMDE at the University 
of Wollongong. The CMDE will initially offer four iPhone applications to demonstrate the 
possibilities offered by location-based services as part of a digital ecosystem. To address well-
recognised issues of location privacy the CMDE has designed to provide each and every user 
with the ability to control their privacy using the GEOPRIV privacy architecture. We believe that 
applying a principled privacy framework for location generation and distribution allows us to 
assess a standardized means of communicating location with respect to user’s individual privacy 
preferences. This standardised way of determining and conveying location permits extensibil-
ity and interoperability for future devices, agents and applications within a transportation and 
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on-campus digital ecosystem, and should ensure confidence among individual users that their 
location privacy is protected.
The GEOPRIV privacy architecture also allows us to discuss in this case how privacy and 
trust can be dealt with in a principled way within the social networking applications we describe. 
The digital ecosystem metaphor gives us a social-technical framework through which to man-
age, control and understand the complex interacting system that results from data collected from 
connected mobility. It also allows us to discuss how that data can be harvested in the case study 
in order to improve services on campus, improving the scheduling and optimisation of transport 
and other campus resources.
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